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The coalescence between growing droplets is important for the surface coverage and spatial arrangements of droplets on surfaces. In
this work, total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy is utilized to in-situ investigate the formation of nanodroplets around
the rim of a polymer microcap, with sub-micron spatial and millisecond temporal resolution. We observe that the coalescence among
droplets occurs frequently during their growth by solvent exchange. Our experimental results show that the position of the droplet from
two merged droplets is related to the size of the parent droplets. The position of the coalesced droplet and the ratio of parent droplet
sizes obey a scaling law, reflecting a coalescence preference based on the size inequality. As a result of droplet coalescence, the
angles between the centroids of two neighbouring droplets increase with time, obeying a nearly symmetrical arrangement of droplets
at various time intervals. The evolution of the position and number from coalescence of growing droplets is modelled. The mechanism
for coalescence driven self-organization of growing droplets is general, applicable to microcaps of different sizes and droplets of
different liquids. The understanding from this work may be valuable for positioning nanodroplets by nucleation and growth without
using templates.

1 Introduction

The coalescence of droplets has drawn intensive research inter-
est due to its importance in many fundamental and applied pro-
cesses1–3. For example, controlling coalescence is essential for
material templating from droplets4,5, while compartmentalized
reactions within microfluidic systems may be triggered by coales-
cence6. The physical phenomenon of jumping droplets from coa-
lescence on low adhesive substrates has also gained significant in-
terest with potential applications in water collection, self-cleaning
and anti-icing surfaces, condensation heat transfer, energy har-
vesting and power generation7–11. A great deal of research
has been conducted toward understanding the dynamical events
which occur during droplet coalescence, in particular relating to
the size of two parent droplets and position of the new droplet.
Thoroddsen et al. used high speed imaging to identify the crit-
ical diameter ratio, above which a satellite is produced during
the coalescence of millimeter-sized drops12. Similarly, a criti-
cal size ratio has been determined for inducing jumping droplets
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as condensate on a superhydrophobic surface13. Rykaczewski et
al. studied droplet condensation on a superhydrophobic surface
and observed that large droplets would consume smaller satellite
droplets with minimal shift in the larger droplet location14. Fol-
lowing this coalescence, the nucleation site of the smaller droplet
was free to nucleate additional droplets.

The mechanism for the position shift from coalescence was
later explained by Weon and Je, who demonstrated the position
of merged droplets (or bubbles) critically depends on the size ra-
tio of the two parents15. As the ratio (large/small) increases, the
final position is closer to the larger parent (named ‘coalescence
preference’)15. The displacement was attributed to surface en-
ergy release from the coalescence and followed the scaling law
(displacementlarge/displacementsmall) ∼ (radiuslarge/radiussmall)

−p.
The exponent p varied from 5 for loosely packed microbubbles
to 2 for densely packed microbubbles16. Clearly, the coalescence
preference is critical in the dynamics of colloids; however the gen-
eral mechanism is still to be determined17.

The coalescence of two droplets comprises the initial forma-
tion of a microscopic liquid bridge,18–20 which then relaxes as
the merged droplet recovers a spherical equilibrium shape. The
dynamics of this process can be characterized by the respec-
tive Ohnesorge number Oh, a dimensionless number which de-
scribes the relative viscous to inertial and surface forces, given by
Oh = µ/

√
ρσr where µ, ρ, σ are the dynamical viscosity, density

and interfacial tension respectively while r usually denotes the
radius of the larger of the coalescing droplets21.

The study of coalescence on micro-/nano- structured surfaces
has typically encompassed drop radii in the range of 2 µm -
2 mm22–24. Recent work has identified necessary conditions
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for inertia or viscous forces to be negligible within this size
regime19,20,25. Up to now however, the dynamics of coalescence
between submicron droplets has rarely been quantitatively stud-
ied. Here, we fill this gap and study the coalescence between
surface nanodroplets.

Surface nanodroplets in this study are typically 10-100 nm in
height and 0.1-1 µm in lateral diameter. A simple process to pro-
duce these droplets is standard solvent exchange wherein a so-
lution of the droplet liquid in a good solvent is displaced by a
poor solvent under controlled flow conditions26,27. The growth
rate of surface nanodroplets is determined by an oversaturation
pulse created at the mixing front26,28. The growth of the droplets
during the solvent exchange can be maintained at a very low rate
such that the expansion velocity of the droplet wall is negligible in
the time scale of the coalescence process. Hence in this situation
two droplets meet with very low external velocity at the onset of
the coalescence.

These growing surface nanodroplets are confined to the rim of
the microcap structures on the substrate29. They meet neighbour-
ing droplets with freedom only in azimuthal direction around the
rim due to pinning, eliminating uncontrolled coalescence of mul-
tiple droplets in various directions. Our recent work showed that
these droplets confined to the rim of the microcap form remark-
able symmetric arrangements during the solvent exchange30. It
is clear that the droplet interactions are crucial for their arrange-
ment, however, the exact mechanism controlling the pattern for-
mation remains unclear without visualizing the process of the
droplet growth and position with time30. To date, the growing
process of these nanodroplets had not yet been experimentally
monitored because of strong light scattering from droplets in the
bulk media.

A method to overcome this difficulty is total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy (TIRF), which has recently been utilized
to characterize the dynamics of surface nanobubbles.31,32 By
virtue of an evanescent wave, TIRF only illuminates nanometers
above the substrate.33 The selective illumination negates back-
ground noise from the droplets within the bulk and overcomes
contrast issues due to media thickness. As a consequence, TIRF
provides sufficient spatial resolution to distinguish sub-micron
surface droplets on a substrate in contact with a scattering liq-
uid phase. With sufficient intensity, the droplet growth can be
captured with a framerate of about 30 - 100 fps. This combina-
tion of temporal and spatial resolution allows for capturing the
diffusive growth and coalescence of submicron droplets in-situ.

In this paper, we apply TIRF for the first time to follow the
growth and self-organisation of nanodroplets during the solvent
exchange. The Oh number varies from 1 to 3 for different droplet
sizes, indicating slight dominance of the viscous over capillary
forces. With the TIRF method we are able to elucidate the mecha-
nism for the self-organisation of the surface nanodroplets around
the rim of a microcap. The understanding from this work may be
valuable for control of nanodroplet spatial arrangement during
heterogeneous nucleation.

2 Experimental methods
2.1 Chemicals, materials and substrates
1-Octanol (99%, Merck) and 1,6-hexanediol diacrylate (HDODA)
(80%, Sigma) were the droplet liquids. Ethanol (AR, Chem-
supply) was used as the good solvent. Octyldecyltrichlorosilane
(OTS) (99%, Sigma) was used to modify the surface wettabil-
ity. Nile-red (Sigma) and rhodamine 6G (Sigma) were all used in
TIRF imaging. All the above chemicals were used as received. Wa-
ter (Milli-Q, 18 MΩ/cm) was used in all experiments. Glass sub-
strates (φ 42 mm, No. 1, Proscitech) were used after hydrophobic
surface functionalization following a previously reported proce-
dure34. The microcap substrate was prepared by photopolymer-
ization of droplets on a smooth substrate, following the solvent
exchange protocol reported in several of our previous papers30.
In brief, the fluid cell with the smooth substrate placed inside was
charged with a solution of 0.5 % HDODA in 50 % ethanol-water,
which was gradually displaced by a second solution of HDODA-
saturated water. The displacement of the second solution was
controlled by a digital syringe pump (NE-1000, Pump Systems).
Following the exchange the fluid cell was placed under UV light
(20 W, 365 nm, Thermofisher) to cure the monomer droplets
yielding a microcap patterned glass.

Table 1 Physical properties of the two droplet liquids in this study.

Oil γoil−water Contact angle ρ µ

(mNm−1) (◦) (kgm−3) (mPa ·s)

1-Octanol 8.5 54 824 7

HDODA 35 18 1010 6

2.2 TIRF measurements of growing surface nanodroplets
To form HDODA droplets on the substrate with microcaps,
the standard solvent exchange was performed. For 1-octanol
droplets, the first solution was 2% 1-octanol in 50 % ethanol
aqueous solution, while the second solution was 1-octanol sat-
urated water. In each case the initial and final solution were
stained by fluorescent markers, namely by nile-red or rhodamine
6G.

A home-built fluid cell was used for solvent exchange in the
measurements by TIRF, as shown in Figure 1A. Two acrylic frames
provide structural support for circular glass substrates (42 mm
diameter). The base plate was designed such that only the edges
are supported, allowing the objective to directly image the base
of the glass. The liquid seal and channel height is maintained at
560 µm by a silicone o-ring.

The growth behaviour of the droplets was followed in-situ by
TIRF on a Nikon N-Storm super resolution confocal microscope
(TIRF 100x 1.49 NA objective cap). The droplet formation is de-
picted in Figure 1B. The video was taken by using continuous
wave 561 nm laser, at ∼ 10 % intensity with all filters in the out
position. Within the NIS-Elements AR software the TIRF mirror
position was adjusted until achieving total internal reflection, de-
termined by a simultaneous decrease in background brightness.
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Fig. 1 (A) Schematics of the fluid cell for the in-situ observation of droplet formation through solvent exchange. Surface droplets are formed on the
glass substrate. Owing to the evanescent wave from total internal reflection, only droplets near the substrate are visualized. (B) Schematics of droplet
growth around a microcap (green) during solvent exchange. The right side of the schematic shows oil-rich solution A (red), which is displaced by the
water-rich solution B (blue). The droplets forming as the mixing front passes are represent by spheres (red).

The region of interest was collected by an Andor iXon EMCCD
camera and defined as 40.96 × 40.96 µm2 with ∼ 17.46 ms ex-
posure time or 81.92 × 81.92 µm2 with ∼ 31.20 ms. In each
case resulting in a pixel calibration of 0.16 µm per pixel. Under
TIRF, droplets near the substrate are selectively captured within
the submicron regime. In general, TIRF is able to capture droplets
from radius of ∼ 200 nm and above. In the case of solvent ex-
change utilizing the microcap patterned substrate, the camera set-
tings described above allow for temporal resolution in the order
of milliseconds.

2.3 Data analysis

To analyse the droplet number, size and location as a function
of time, it was necessary to process the collected images to dis-
tinguish droplets interacting along the microcap rim. The semi-
automated image analysis was programmed using Matlab (Math-
Works Inc.). Each frame of the raw data was extracted and anal-
ysed. A mask was utilized to specify the region of interest. To pre-
pare the mask, a frame is manually identified with a peak num-
ber of droplets. From this frame, three droplets out of the many
along the microcap rim with an angle around 120◦ in between
them were identified. We then calculate the center and radius of
a circle through the centres of three droplets. Based on these re-
sults, an inner mask and an outer mask were built to exclude non-
related droplets. Both masks were adjusted with the increasing
droplet size. The images were enhanced using unsharp masking
and remapping intensity values to eliminate background interfer-
ence. The droplets were then segmented using fixed threshold af-
ter adaptive histogram equalization. Finally, an image blob analy-
sis was utilized to calculate the centroid and area of each droplet
from which the angles between neighbouring droplets could be
calculated.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Coalescence between growing surface nanodroplets

The time series of droplet growth shown in Figure 2A demon-
strates the spatial and temporal resolution in our TIRF measure-
ments. The sequential events during the nanodroplet coalescence
are resolved in ∼30 ms steps. Two initial droplets with 682 nm
and 970 nm respective diameters are observed at 0 ms, a stage of

bridging between them at 30 ms, and then the merged droplet at
60 ms. Droplet coalescence is also observed between two droplets
with diameter of 606 nm and 766 nm, respectively, at 90 ms. The
smallest droplet diameter with an initial diameter 408 nm is also
clearly resolved throughout the series. Such resolutions allow us
to quantitatively characterize the droplet size and location before
and after the coalescence.

Figure 2B shows a microcap and growing droplets around it
over a longer period of 7s. The cap diameter is 23.2 µm and
the cap is surrounded by a necklace of 52 droplets. The droplets
around the rim become more visible in the binary processed im-
ages. In the view of the same focal plane, we are able to re-
solve the coalescence events between droplets at the rim. At ap-
proximately 7.7s after initial droplet formation, the coalescence
is highlighted in 16 ms steps. During growth each droplet is char-
acterized according to the schematic Figure 2D.

The growth of individual droplets is shown in Figure 3 and Fig-
ure S1. Both figures show the droplet size during selected time
intervals during which no coalescence occurred around the micro-
cap. The plots demonstrate that the droplets of different sizes all
continually increase. We analysed more than 150 droplets but did
not observe any incident where a droplet reduced in size. More-
over, given that droplet coalescence can be influenced by the ini-
tial conditions35, these results indicate that the droplet growth
(and velocity) is negligible over the relevant time frame for coa-
lescence ∼ 16 ms.

Throughout our experiment we observe droplets radii in the
range of ∼ 200 nm - 1400 nm. From these radii and the physical
properties provided in Table 1, we determine the Oh to be of the
order of ∼ 1 - 3. Here we consider r to be the larger of the droplet
pair, µ the droplet liquid viscosity, ρ the droplet liquid density and
σ the droplet-water interfacial tension. E.g. For HDODA, r = 1
µm, ρ = 1010 kg/m3, σ = 35 mN/m, µ = 6 mPa · s, yields Oh ≈
1. From these values of Oh it is expected that viscous dissipation
hinders any dramatic events such as droplet removal from the
surface.36

3.2 Position shift of coalescing nanodroplets

As depicted within the schematics of Figure 2D, the position of
a droplet is described by its absolute angle θ , measured against
the horizontal reference plane. These angles can then be used
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Fig. 2 (A) Frame-by-frame snap shots of growing nanodroplets formation around a microcap. Each frame represents a 30 ms step. Within the red
box from 0 to 60 ms, coalescence between droplets, 682 nm and 970 nm in diameter, is observed, including part of the bridge formation at 30 ms.
Within the cyan box, coalescence between the other two droplets, 606 nm and 766 nm in diameter is observed. The smallest visible droplet of 408 nm
diameter is indicated by the cyan arrow at 0 ms. Scale bar = 5 µm. (B) Snapshots showing droplet growth around a 23.2 µm microcap. The top and
bottom row represent raw and processed image respectively. Only droplets within the vicinity of the rim are shown for the processed images. The first
two images show the bare lens and the same lens 7.7 seconds after the initial droplet detection. In both series of images, the inset is highlighted by
the red box, indicating the detection of droplets merging and coalescing around the cap. These insets show droplet coalescence in 16 ms time steps.
The time is the same for both the raw and the processed image series. Scale bar = 10 µm. (C) Labelled TIRF image of four droplets around a lens with
angles of 97◦, 98◦, 88◦ and 76◦ between two respective droplets. (D) Schematic representation used to describe the droplet growth; ‘r’ and ‘R’ refer
to the radius of the droplet and microcap. The absolute anglular position (θ ) is defined as the angle away from a horizontal reference plane, which is
subsequently used to determine φ , the relative angle between droplets.

to determine the relative angle between the droplets (noted as
φ). Figure 4 and Table 2 show the detailed coalescence process
of two groups of droplets along the microcap rim. In (A)-(C),
the two droplets are similar in size before coalescence. The final
droplet is located in the middle between the two merged droplets.
For example in Figure 4A, two droplets with radii of 923 nm and
960 nm are initially positioned at 90.1◦ and 51.8◦, respectively.
After coalescence, the final position is 70.5◦, indicating a near
even shift of 19.6◦ and 18.7◦, respectively.

In Figure Figure 4(D)-(F), the two droplets are very different
in size before coalescence. It is evident that larger droplets are
less mobile than the smaller one when merging with them. For
example in Figure 4F, two droplets with radii of 890 nm and 1321
nm are initially positioned at 118.8◦ and 97.1◦, respectively. Fol-
lowing coalescence the final position is 102.5◦, indicating a shift
of 16.3◦ and 5.4◦ for the small and large droplet, respectively. As
a result the final droplet is positioned closer to the larger of the
parent droplets. The results from tracking the nanodroplets with
time in-situ clearly reveals that there is preference for the droplet
coalescence around the rim.

Table 2 The droplet sizes and angular positions for the droplet coales-
cence shown in Figure 4

Caption r1 r2 θ1 θ2 θ f
(nm) (nm) (◦) (◦) (◦)

(A) 923 960 90.1 51.8 71.5
(B) 920 947 139.3 133.4 135.5
(C) 960 1047 88.7 81.5 84.7
(D) 360 846 54.1 50.5 51.0
(E) 370 446 157.6 154.4 155.4
(F) 890 1321 118.8 97.1 102.0

To further characterise the coalescence preference, the angles
of the merged droplet and the two parent droplets are used to

quantify their respective change in position, as shown in Figure
5A. The ratio of the two angles is plotted against the size ratio of
two parent droplets in Figure 5B-C. The experimental data (circle
points) for the angle change are fitted (dashed black line) with
the power law, ∆θ1/∆θ2 ∼ (r1/r2)

−p, yielding an exponent p =

2.1 (SE= 0.042, R2=0.71). The colorbar provided in Figure 5B-
C correspond to the larger droplet size (r2) and the Oh number,
respectively. For this range, there is no apparent trend in Oh in the
deviation from the experimental fit. From the mapping of r2 there
appears to be increased scatter for the smaller droplet sizes when
the ratio of droplet size is near unity. The source of outliers here
is likely explained by surface inhomogeneities which will modify
the pinning behaviour.

Possible mechanisms for the coalescence preference may in-
clude the roles of centre of mass, surface energy release, or con-
finement. First, considering the centre of mass, if we assume
there is no pinning, the final droplet position is determined by
θ f = (m1θ1+m2θ2)/(m1+m2). The masses m1,2 are obtained from
the density and geometry of the droplets, assuming that the shape
of the droplets is spherical cap and neglecting the shape alterna-
tion by the microcap. The droplet volume can be described as
V = 1

6 πh(3r2+h2) where r and h are the base radius of the droplet
and height, respectively. While the base radius is directly mea-
sured, the height is estimated to be h = r(1− cosφc)/sinφc where
φc is the contact angle of the droplet. Assuming the contact angle
is constant with droplet size, the volume then goes as V ∼ r3. The
shift of each droplet is then predicted by ∆θn = θ f - θn. Following
this approach, ∆θ1 · r1

3 = ∆θ2 · r2
3, or ∆θ1/ ∆θ2 ∼ (r1/r2)

−3, thus
we expect p = 3 if the coalescence occurs according to the centre
of mass, indicated by the solid red line in Figure 5B-C. Evidently,
there is a clear difference between the experimental data and the
centre of mass prediction.
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Fig. 3 (A) Growth of HDODA droplets around a 3.46 µm microcap given
by individual droplet radius vs time. The droplets are differentiated by
colour. (B) Growth of 1-octanol droplets around a 8.33 µm microcap
given by individual droplet radius vs time. Here, t = 0 s does not indicate
the beginning of the solvent exchange. Rather, t = 0 s corresponds to the
beginning of the growth interval which was selected due to the absence
of coalescence events.

Following the same approach as Weon and Je15 who stud-
ied both bubble and droplet coalescence, if the position is pro-
portional to kinetic energy k gained by surface area (s) reduc-
tions, one should arrive at a scaling exponent p = 5.3; namely
∆θ1/∆θ2 ∼ (r1/r2)

−5.3 ∼ (k1/k2)
−5.3, where k1 ∼ (s f − s1)/s1, k2 ∼

(s f −s2)/s2. This was shown to fit well for bubbles at an oil-water
interface with p ≈ 5.1 and to a lesser extent for water droplets
in decalin with p ≈ 4.3. Clearly this is not the case here, and
arguably not expected, as Oh ∼ 1 - 3 would indicate there is min-
imal surface energy release.

Fig. 4 Sketmatics and experimental TIRF images of droplet pairs around
the microcap. We show coalescence events between pairs of similar by
(A-C) and dissimilar by (D-E) sized droplets, respectively, respectively.
Scale bar = 2 µm.
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For Oh∼ 1 - 3, the coalescence at early stages is expected to fol-
low the inertially limited viscous regime (ILV) before viscous flow
dominates at latter stages.25 In both regimes, the velocity of the
back of the droplet (point furthest from the connecting bridge)
can be theoretically described.25 By integration with respect to
time the approximate displacement may further be derived. From
this the expected displacement will scale with r−3 and r−1 for the
ILV and viscous regimes respectively. Either regime alone cannot
account for the exponent determined here. In both cases, the
capillary force F which drives the droplets together, F = 2πγrmin,
where rmin denotes the initial bridge neck radius, is balanced
against the force required to move the droplet mass. For small
surface droplets with a low contact angle, it is plausible that the
energy required to move the droplet may be governed by contact
angle hysteresis.37 The energy to overcome this hurdle is depen-
dent on the footprint area and will scale with r2. Accordingly, if F
is balanced against this energy requirement, displacement would
be expected to follow ∆θ1/ ∆θ2 ∼ (r1/r2)

−2, yielding an exponent
of p = 2, which is consistent with the experimental results. Future
experiments measuring the true contact area between the droplet
and both the flat and the microcap substrate during growth are
necessary to verify the relevant surface energy contributions dur-
ing the various coalescence events.

The exponent determined herein are also consistent with two
recent reports studying the coalescence of bubbles. Recent
work16 has demonstrated a scaling of p ∼ 2.06 ± 0.33 for bub-
ble coalescence. The key feature in that experiments was that
the bubbles were confined with a volume packing of ∼ 40 %.
The small exponent p was attributed to the dense packing, which
limits the motion of the merged bubble. A numerical study also
arrived at a scaling exponent p = 2.08.17 In that case the size
preference was attributed to unbalanced pressures which drives
increased flow towards the larger parent bubble. In comparison
to the surface nanodroplets studied herein, the droplet/bubble
size in the existing studies15–17 is considerably larger, on the or-
der of 10s - 100s µm, yielding Oh ∼ 0.01 - 0.06. With the reduced
scale for surface nanodroplets and higher Oh, it is reasonable that
the mechanism for coalescence preference becomes surface dom-
inated, as described above. The results herein invites future re-
search towards the coalescence of small droplets when Oh < 1.

3.3 Universality in symmetrical arrangement of droplets

Apart from around the rim, there are also incidents of droplet
coalescence in other locations. Example coalescence events of the
rim-flat region are shown in the left column Figure S2. A similar,
yet less prevalent event is the coalescence of droplets atop of the
cap and at the rim, examples of which are shown in the right
column of Figure S2. In both cases, the droplets initially at the
rim of the cap exert an extensively larger pinning force during
coalescence, dominating the final position of the droplet as shown
in Figure S2C. From these snapshots, it becomes evident that the
droplets while being mobile atop and around the cap, will remain
pinned to the cap even during coalescence to larger droplets on
the flat substrate.

Consequently, the nanodroplets in our experiments are con-

-3-2.1

-3-2.1

Fig. 5 (A) Schematics of coalescence. Parent droplets are indicate by
solid blue lines, while the final droplet is indicated by the dashed red
line. The initial droplet angles are θ1 and θ2. ∆θ1 and ∆θ2 are defined as
their respective difference to the final droplet position, θ f . Each angle is
originally defined against a horizontal reference plane. (B-C) Plot of the
ratio of angle shifts relative to droplet sizes, ∆θ1

∆θ2
vs r1

r2
. The experimental

data are shown as coloured circles, coloured by r2 respective Oh in B and
C. In both cases, the best experimental power law fit, ∆θ1/∆θ2 ∼ (r1/r2)

−p

with p = 2.1 and the power law from the centre of mass prediction (p = 3)
are shown as dashed black line and solid red line, respectively.

fined at the rim with freedom in azimuthal direction, but not
over the geometrical bump of the microcap. The coalescence re-
sults in the droplets being continually re-positioned around the
microcap according to the preference. Namely, the coalescence
between similar sized droplets will simultaneously result in move-
ment away (angle-wise) from other droplets around the cap, in-
creasing the angle between remaining droplets. Similarly, coales-
cence between dissimilar pairs will increase the angle by minor
movement and removing the nearest neighbour. Consequently, as
the number of droplets decreases, the average angle between the
centroids of the remaining droplets increases. At various time in-
tervals these adjustments provoke a symmetrical rearrangement
around the cap.

Our recent experiments showed that nanodroplets formed
around the rim of a microcap surrounding by flat surface area
exhibit symmetrical arrangements30. The microcap size, droplet
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Fig. 6 (A) Snapshot the droplet growth around a 3.46 µm cap. As the droplets grow, the number of droplets is reducing and the angle between the
droplets is increasing. The corresponding times t(1−10) are ∼ 0 s, 1.3 s, 2.7, 3.1 s, 3.3 s, 3.6 s, 3.8 s, 4.1s, 4.6 s and 14 s. Scale bar = 2 µm. (B)
Corresponding plot of number of droplets vs time and (C-D). The average droplet radius vs time (over 20 s and 5 s respectively) for HDODA droplet
formation around a microcap with a base diameter of 3.46 µm. D is a zoom-in into the framed area of C. The increased resolution highlights the jumps
in the average droplet radius, corresponding to the coalescence events.

size and number follows a universal correlation, namely, the ra-
tio between the cap radius and the droplet size is approximately
0.64 times the droplet number per cap. We explained this relation
with a simple geometric argument30. We now verify this corre-
lation for a much larger range of microcap and droplets. Figure
6 shows the droplet growth around a microcap that is 3.46 µm
in diameter, comparable to the typical cap size in our previous
work30. Based on the processed images, we are able to obtain
time-dependant droplet growth with great detail. The plots in
Figure 6B-D are the number of droplets and the averaged droplet
radius as a function of time. At the beginning, there are N = 12
droplets with radii of ∼ 185 nm. The droplet number decreased
rapidly to N = 4 within 5 s. It then took ∼ 10 s to N = 3 conse-
quently. At each moment of coalescence, there are clear jumps
in the averaged radius of the droplets. The sudden increases in
mean droplet radius over the initial 5 s are shown in Figure 6D.
The three droplets of the final image in Figure 6A remain symmet-
ric around the rim for a long time. The angle in between them is
about 120o.

3.4 Universal relation between droplet size and mutual an-
gle

But what determines the relation between the typical droplet size
r and the angle φ between them? Figure 7 shows these angles
between neighbouring droplets against the size ratio r/R for mi-
crocap sizes R ranging from 1.85 µm - 23.2 µm (differentiated
by colour) throughout the growth process, on a linear scale (a)
and on a double logarithmic scale (b). The inset in (a) shows the
final average angle φ̄ vs r/R for each microcap. For each of the
microcaps it can be seen that the angles φ between the droplets

have a relatively sharp distribution and roughly obey

φ ≈ 4r
R
. (1)

This then obviously also holds for the average angle φ̄ (for which
by definition it holds φ̄ ≡ 2π/N), i.e.,

φ̄ ≡ 2π

N
≈ 4r

R
. (2)

Equation 2 universally holds for all studied droplets in the large
range of cap sizes from R = 2 µm up to 20 µm and for all observed
droplet sizes from the the very small ones with r ≈ 200 nm (low
values of r/R) up to the largest ones in the end which have grown
up to several micrometers (higher values of r/R). As explained
in ref.30, the interpretation of equation (1) is that each droplet
of radius r together with its diffusive boundary layers requires a
lateral space of 4r, namely about 2r for its diameter and 1r for
each diffusive boundary layer on each side. As the droplets are
all roughly of the same size, the total lateral space is N×4r, which
then should correspond to the circumference 2πR of the microcap,
i.e., equation (1).

One striking feature of figure 7A is that in certain cases the
angles seem to be discretized to certain values, while r/R can take
any value. The reason is pinning: During the diffusive growth
process the droplets grow in diameter and also in distance of their
center to the center of the cap around which they are sitting. But
if no coalescence events take place, then φ between the droplets
remains fixed and all what happens is that new data points in
figure 7A are added on the right (larger r/R), while the angle
between the growing droplets remains exactly the same. This
only changes once the droplets merge.

Relation (1) has also been shown to be true for multiple oils.
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Fig. 7 Measured angles φ between droplets vs r/R, on a linear scale (a)
and on a double-logarithmic scale (b). The straight line shows relation
(1). The microcap sizes are 1.85 µm (peach), 1.99 µm (red), 2.80 µm
(pale pink), 3.10 µm (lavender), 3.46 µm (purple), 3.70 µm (teal), 5.62
µm (brown), 6.07µm (grey), 6.85 µm (olive) 8.33 µm (orange), 8.64 µm
(light blue), 10.01 µm (green), 23.20 µm (blue). The inset in (a) shows
the final observed mean angle φ̄ for each microcap.

The physical properties for each oil are listed in Table 1. The in-
terfacial tension of HDODA and 1-octanol with water is 35 mN/m
and 8.52 mN/m, respectively. Regardless of such difference, 1-
octanol droplets also self-organize around the microcap rim in the
same manner as HDODA droplets. Results for 1-octanol droplets
formed around a 8.33 µm, 8.64 µm and 10.01 µm microcap
are included in Figure 7. The results show that relation (1) be-
tween the angle between the droplets and the radius ratio be-
tween droplet and microcap is also universal for different droplet
liquids.

3.5 No sign for Ostwald ripening driven self-organization

In our previous work, the symmetrical arrangement and the rela-
tion between the size and number of droplets around the cap was
attributed to Ostwald ripening: the enhanced growth of larger
droplets is at expense of smaller droplets in an oversaturated en-
vironment30. The centre position of the larger droplet shifts to-
wards the consumed smaller droplet, due to the concentration
field biased by droplet dissolution. Indeed, in the case of mi-
crobubbles on a microwell array, we were able to visualise dis-
solving bubbles and symmetrical arrangement at certain stage of
bubble growth38. However, from Figure 3 we observed no inci-
dents of droplets shrinking. Moreover, our TIRF measurements
show that the coalescence clearly leads to the shift in the droplet
position, leading to nearly symmetrical arrangements of droplets
around the microcap with time.

Considering that dissolution of small bubbles was observed in
collective growth, one may argue that the interfacial tension of
the droplets may be important for Ostwald ripening to occur,
which may be spoilt by the fluorescent dye (nile-red) in TIRF mea-
surements. To exclude this, we measured the contact angle of two
types of drops in water. After doping the dye, the contact angle
of a HDODA drop in water diminished from ≈ 18◦ to ≈ 14◦, while
1-octanol drop remained at ≈ 54◦. Nonetheless, we observed sim-
ilar self-organization of these two types of surface nanodroplets.
Moreover, using only a water soluble dye (rhodamine 6G), we
found the same results: no small droplet dissolved as the droplets
arrange around the rim. Therefore, it is clear that here the droplet
arrangement can not be attributed to Ostwald ripening, as hy-
pothesised in our previous work for the symmetrical conditions
of that paper.

3.6 A dynamical model for coalescence driven self-
organization

How then does the distribution in angles between neighbouring
droplets arise? Here we suggest an iterative dynamical model
which describes the evolution of the angles between neighbouring
droplets.

1. We start off with N droplets with an angular distance of φ =

2π/N and an initial radius obeying 4r/R = φ = 2π/N. We
then slightly broadened these initial distributions in angle
and radius, of course obeying the geometrical constrains.

2. The growth of the droplets in time is given by diffusion out
of the oversaturated solution. Neglecting the diffusive inter-
action between the droplets (which we explored in ref.39)
as this dynamical model focuses on coalescence and not on
Ostwald ripening effects, we estimate the diffusive growth
as ṁ ∝ r2ṙ ∝ r2∂rc ∝ r. The last relation holds as the thick-
ness of the diffusive boundary layer roughly equals r, i.e.,
∂rc ≈ (c∞− cs)/r, where the nominator is the concentration
difference between the droplet-water interface and the im-
posed oversaturation c∞ > cs. Thus ṙ ∝ 1/r or (r(t))2− r2

0 ∝

t−t0 or r(t) =
√

r2
0 +D∗(t− t0), where D∗ is the renormalized

diffusion constant, whose absolute value is irrelevant here,
as it only renormalizes time.
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3. We calculate the minimal time when two of the growing
droplets touch. Therefore for each pair of neighboring
droplets with angle φ between them and radius r1,0 and
r2,0 we calculate the distance d1,2(t) = φR− r1(t)− r2(t) =

φR−
√

r2
1,0 +D∗(t− t0)−

√
r2

2,0 +D∗(t− t0) and identify the

time tt when the first pair touches, d1,2(tt) = 0.

4. That pair is then merged, according to the following coales-
cence rule: The two coalescing drops are removed and the
position of the new coalesced drop is determined by the scal-
ing law we found, namely, ∆θ1/ ∆θ2 ∼ (r1/r2)

−2 for the ratio
of the relative shifts of the angular position. The volume of
the droplets is additive, corresponding to rnew = (r3

1 + r3
2)

1/3.
All other droplets keep the radius they have at tt . After this
merging step, the number of droplets is thus reduced by 1,
from N to N− 1. The merging process is sketched in figure
8A.

5. We continue with step 2 and grow the droplets up to the
next coalescence events.

6. The coalescence process is stopped at N = 1. Obviously, once
N become very small, the employed geometric approxima-
tions of this calculations will become worse, but will still
give the rough trend.

The numerical results from this model are presented in Figure 8B.
As one can see, the overall features of φ ∝ r/R is very well rep-
resented by this simple dynamical model, though with 2.67 the
prefactor of the best fit is a little bit smaller than the prefactor 4
of equation (1), as in our model the droplets only merge when
touching and obviously the diffusive boundary layer is not prop-
erly represented in this simple model. – A movie of the growth
and merging process of the droplets according to this model is
available in the supplementary materials.

Figure 9 shows the distribution of angles as function of the
number N of droplets and compares them to the experimental
distribution, which is somewhat wider, reflecting more irregulari-
ties and pinning in the experiments as compared to our idealized
model.

4 Conclusion
Growth and coalescence of surface nanodroplets by solvent ex-
change can be effectively captured in-situ by the spatial and tem-
poral resolution provided by TIRF. The growth behaviour around
a microcap for nanodroplets demonstrates a self-ordered sym-
metry across various microcap and droplet sizes and droplet liq-
uids. This self-organization behaviour is attributed to coalescence
events. From studying the coalescence events it is clear that the
final position of the droplets shows coalescence preference de-
termined by droplet size inequality, following a scaling law with
the size ratio of parent droplets. Two droplets of similar size,
effectively will shift to meet each other at their centre location.
As small droplets merge with larger droplets, the position of the
merged droplet is located nearer to the larger droplets initial lo-
cation. In both cases the angle between the remaining droplets
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Fig. 8 (A) Representation of the coalescence model when N = 9, 6,
3, respectively. In each sketch the two droplets predicted to coalesce
are shown in green (smaller droplet) and red (larger droplet). The final
predicted position is shown by the unfilled black circle. The respective
angles φ between the droplets before and after the coalescence process
are also shown. (B) Angle φ (light blue) and average angle φ̄ (red) be-
tween droplets vs r/R as revealing from the model. A power law fit to the
data gives φ̄ = 2.67(r/R)1.002±0.005. Equation (1) with φ̄ = 4r/R is given as
black line.
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Fig. 9 Distribution of angles as function of the number N of droplets
around the rim in the experiments (6.85 µm microcap - light orange &
23.2 µm microcap - dark orange) and in the model (blue), in a log-log
representation. The black curve is 2π/N, which is the mean angle by
definition.

around the microcap rim is obviously increased. It was also re-
vealed that droplets are strongly pinned to the microcap rim. Dur-
ing coalescence between droplets on and external to the rim loca-
tion, the final droplet will be collected to the rim. Based on these
observations, we built a simple dynamical model for the diffusive
growth and the merging of the droplets around the rim which
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shows results consistent with the measured data.
The findings in this work may be valuable for the future use of

surface droplets as precursors in fabrication of a range of surface
microstructures, including porous materials4, microlens for en-
hanced light diffraction and asymmetrical 3D surface structures
with desirable wetting properties. Controlling size and spatial ar-
rangement of droplets is essential to these applications.
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